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ABSTRACT
Big data is typically characterized with 4V’s: Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity. When it comes to big graphs, these challenges
become even more staggering. Each and every of the 4V’s raises
new questions, from theory to systems and practice. Is it possible
to parallelize sequential graph algorithms and guarantee the correctness of the parallelized computations? Given a computational
problem, does there exist a parallel algorithm for it that guarantees
to reduce parallel runtime when more machines are used? Is there
a systematic method for developing incremental algorithms with
effectiveness guarantees in response to frequent updates? Is it possible to write queries across relational databases and semistructured
graphs in SQL? Can we unify logic rules and machine learning,
to improve the quality of graph-structured data, and deduce associations between entities? This paper aims to incite interest and
curiosity in these topics. It raises as many questions as it answers.
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INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly common to find real-life data modeled as graphs,
which represent entities as vertices and relationships between entities as edges. Indeed, graphs have found prevalent use in online
recommendation, social network analysis, transportation networks,
transaction analysis, link prediction, association deduction, event
prediction, fraud detection and drug discovery, among other things.
Graphs have made an important source of big data.
Big data is typically characterized with 4V’s, namely, Volume,
Variety, Velocity and Veracity. Already hard for structured relational
data, these issues are even more intricate for semistructured graphs.
Each and every of these issues introduces new challenges, calls for
new techniques, and demands a departure from traditional theory,
systems and practice. At the same time, with the new challenges
come new opportunities for researchers and practitioners.
To illustrate the challenges and opportunities, for each of the 4V
issues, this paper picks and discusses a couple of research topics.
(1) Volume: Parallel computation. Consider a class Q of graph
pattern queries. Given a query Q ∈ Q and a graph G, we want to
compute the set Q(G) of all matches of pattern Q in graph G. When
pattern matching is defined in terms of subgraph isomorphism, it is
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intractable even to decide whether Q(G) is empty (cf. [83]). In the
real world, graphs easily have billions of vertices and trillions of
edges, e.g., the social graph at Facebook and the transaction graph
at Alibaba Group. It is often prohibitively costly to compute Q(G)
in such a graph, even when we define pattern matching in terms of
graph simulation [143], which takes quadratic-time [96].
An industrial approach to coping with the volume of big graphs
is parallel computation. Several parallel graph systems have been
developed, e.g., Pregel [135], PowerGraph [87, 131], Trinity [165],
GRACE [187], Giraph++ [178], GraphX [88], and Galois [36, 148].
However, there are at least two questions about the approach.
Vertex-centric vs. graph-centric. Most of the systems adopt vertexcentric models [87, 131, 135]; users need to “think like a vertex"
when programming. While a large number of conventional sequential algorithms are already in place, to program with the systems,
one has to recast the existing algorithms into vertex-centric ones.
The recasting is nontrivial for, e.g., algorithms for graph simulation
[96]. Moreover, the systems provides no guarantee on the correctness and even the termination of vertex-centric computations.
We argue for a graph-centric model as an alternative. It simplifies
parallel programming from “think like a vertex" to “think like a
graph", and from “think parallel” to “think sequential”. The idea
is to parallelize existing sequential algorithms across a cluster of
machines. Under a generic condition, it guarantees that the parallelized computation converges at correct answers as long as the
sequential algorithms are correct. For computation problems such
as graph simulation, the graph-centric model works better than the
vertex-centric ones in both efficiency and ease of programming.
A graph-centric model was proposed by GRAPE [77, 78] (GRAPh
Engine). GRAPE has been deployed and extended at Alibaba Group,
and supports 90+% of daily graph operations there [56]. It is renamed as GraphScope and is open source at Github [1].
Parallel scalability. The assumption behind the parallel systems is
the parallel scalability [118]: the more machines are used, the less
the parallel runtime is. Unfortunately, the assumption may not hold.
For example, Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) is “essentially not
scalable with an increasing number of machines” [197]. This is
because parallel graph systems typically adopt the shared-nothing
architecture. The more machines are used, the heavier the communication cost is incurred. Worse yet, for some computation problems,
e.g., graph simulation, no parallelly scalable algorithm exists [75].
Then, what graph computation problems are parallelly scalable,
i.e., they admit such algorithms? An interesting observation is that
such algorithms exist for the intractable problem of subgraph isomorphism, but not for the quadratic-time problem of subgraph
simulation, in contrast to the classic polynomial hierarchy [151].
(2) Velocity: Incrementalization of graph algorithms. Reallife graphs are often frequently changed by small updates. Sup-
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pose that we have computed the matches Q(G) of a pattern Q in a
graph G. When G is updated by ∆G, we need to compute matches
Q(G ⊕ ∆G) in the updated graph G ⊕ ∆G for, e.g., fraud detection.
A batch approach is to recompute Q(G ⊕ ∆G) starting from scratch,
which is costly for big G. Another approach is by means of an
incremental algorithm A ∆ that takes Q, G, Q(G) and ∆G as input, and computes changes ∆O to the old output Q(G) such that
Q(G ⊕∆G) = Q(G)⊕∆O, by minimizing unnecessary recomputation.
When ∆G is small, update ∆O to Q(G) is often small as well, and
the incremental approach is often more efficient than the batch one.
There are two questions about incremental computations.
Effectiveness measure. What is the criterion for measuring the effectiveness of an incremental algorithm A ∆ ? A traditional characterization is by means of a notion of boundedness proposed in [177]
and extended to graphs in [74, 155]. It measures the cost of A ∆ in
|CHANGED| = |∆G | + |∆O |, the size of the changes in the input and
output. Algorithm A ∆ is called bounded if its cost can be expressed
as a function of |CHANGED| and |Q |. The incremental problem for
Q is bounded if there exists a bounded A ∆ for Q, and unbounded
otherwise. However, the notion of boundedness is too strong: very
few bounded incremental algorithms are known and worse yet, a
variety of problems have been proven unbounded [71].
We propose a notion of relative boundedness [58, 71]. It measures
the speedup of an incremental algorithm A ∆ relative to a batch
counterpart A for its computation problem. A variety of practical
incremental algorithms can be shown relatively bounded.
Incrementalization. How can we develop incremental algorithms
with effectiveness guarantees? Incremental algorithms are hard to
write and analyze. While a large number of batch graph algorithms
have been developed, few incremental graph algorithms are yet in
place, and even fewer can provably guarantee that they outperform
their batch counterparts for small ∆G [71]. These call for systematic
methods for developing effective incremental algorithms.
We propose to incrementalize existing batch algorithms [64,
71, 73]. For a query class Q, we pick a batch algorithm A that
has been verified effective after years of practice. We deduce an
incremental algorithm A ∆ from A, by reusing the original logic
and data structures of A as much as possible, rather than to design
A ∆ starting from scratch. The users of A can easily understand
how A ∆ behaves w.r.t. different inputs after practicing A for years.
Moreover, when A satisfies certain conditions, one can show that
the deduced A ∆ is both correct and bounded relative to A.

same real world entity? Unlike relational data, real-life graphs may
not come with a schema. Even in the same graph, entities of the
same “type” may have heterogeneous topological structures, and
their properties are often linked via paths, rather than as attributes.
While there has been a large body of work on entity resolution (ER),
HER across relations and graphs remains unsettled.
We present a notion of parametric simulation for HER [52],
which embeds semantic matching into topological matching. It is inductively defined to assess the semantic closeness of “descendants”
and decide whether t matches v based on the “global” information.
Semantic joins. How can we support SQL queries across relations D
and graphs G? This requires us to align entities across D and G, and
retrieve data by traversing G. Neither DBMSs nor federated systems
(polyglot systems, multistores and polystores) support these yet.
We propose a semantic extension of SQL joins. If a tuple t in D
and v in G are determined by HER to refer to the same real-world
entity, then we can naturally “join” the two, extract relevant properties of vertex v and enrich tuple t with the additional “attributes”.
(4) Veracity: The quality and values of big graph. Real-life data
is often dirty. It is common to find duplicates and semantic inconsistencies even in knowledge graphs widely in use. Indeed, noise in
biomedical knowledge graphs is considered a big challenge to drug
discovery [202]. Dirty data is costly. It is estimated that poor data
quality is responsible for an average of $15 million per year in losses
for organizations [84], and costs the US $3.1 trillion in 2016 alone
(cf. [157]). Data-driven decisions based on dirty data can be worse
than making decisions with no data. With this comes the need for
data cleaning, to accurately detect and fix errors in the data.
An immediate question is how to clean semistructured graphs?
Quality of graph data. The veracity is often considered the most
challenging issue of the 4V’s for big data. Already hard for relational data, it is far more difficult to clean graphs in the absence of
a schema. There has been a host of work on relational data cleaning, approached via either machine learning (ML) or logic rules.
However, the study of graph cleaning is still in its infancy.
We advocate an approach to cleaning graphs by unifying logic
deduction and ML [50, 60]. The idea is to embed ML models in logic
rules as predicates. On the one hand, we can plug well-trained ML
models in this uniform logical framework to cover cases overlooked
by logic rules. On the other hand, we can discover logic conditions
for ML predictions to be true and hence, interpret ML predictions.
The value of big graphs. A related question is what values we can
get out of big graph analytics by unifying ML and rules? We have
implemented such a uniform framework in Fishing Fort [166], an
industrial system for graph analytics. Fishing Fort has proven effective in online recommendation, drug discovery, and capacity grading for Lithium-Ion battery manufacturing, among other things.

(3) Variety: Queries across relations and graphs. A question
raised by our FinTech collaborators asks how they can write queries
across a relational database D and a schemaless graph G, in SQL?
The need for studying this is evident. While business data often
resides in relational databases, it is increasingly common to find
graph-structured data. With this comes the need for synthesizing
data across D and G, to correlate their information pertaining to
the same entities. After all, the added value of big data comes from
diverse data sources. Moreover, practitioners often want to write
the queries in SQL after practicing SQL for decades.
Nonetheless, with the practical need come two questions.
Heterogeneous entity resolution (HER). How can we accurately determine whether a tuple t in D and a vertex v in G refer to the
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Organization. Section 2 discusses parallel models and parallel
scalability. Section 3 presents effectiveness measures and methods
for incrementalizing batch algorithms. Section 4 addresses entity
resolution and SQL queries across relations and graphs. Section 5
advocates a combination of machine learning and logic rules for
cleaning graphs and getting values out of graphs. Finally, Section 6
identifies open research issues in connection with big graphs.

It should be remarked that the paper aims to incite interest and
curiosity in the study of the 4V’s of big graphs. It is by no means a
comprehensive survey. It raises as many questions as it answers.

2

gram ρ, which can be modeled as a simultaneous fixpoint operator
defined on n fragments. To simplify the discussion, consider the
Bulk Synchronous Parallel model (BSP) [182]. The parallelized computation starts with PEval for partial evaluation [105], and conducts
incremental computation in supersteps by taking IncEval as the
intermediate consequence operator, as follows:
Ri0 = PEval(Q, Fi0 [x̄ i ]),

VOLUME: PARALLEL COMPUTATION

This section targets two issues in connection with parallel graph
computation. What parallel computation models should we employ
to answer graph queries (Section 2.1)? Would parallel processing
suffice to cope with the volume of big graphs (Section 2.2)?

2.1

Parallel Models

The most popular model for parallel graph algorithms is the vertexcentric model, pioneered by Pregel [135] and PowerGraph [87, 131].
The idea is for programmers to “think like a vertex". For instance,
to program with Pregel, one needs to write a user-defined function
compute(msgs) to be executed at a vertex v, where v communicates
with other vertices by message passing (msgs). This requires the
users to recast existing sequential graph algorithms into vertexcentric ones. The recasting is often nontrivial, and makes parallel
graph computations a privilege for experienced users only.
As an alternative, we present the graph-centric model of GRAPE
[77, 78]. By parallelizing existing sequential graph algorithms, it
shifts parallel graph programming from “think parallel” to “think
sequential” just like conventional programming.
Consider directed or undirected graphs G = (V , E, L), where V
is a finite set of vertices; E ⊆ V × L(E) × V is a set of edges (v, l, v ′ )
with label l; and each v in V is labeled with its “content” L(v).
PIE programs. Consider a class Q of graph queries. GRAPE answers queries of Q via data-partitioned parallelism by executing a
PIE program (see below). It works with n workers P1, . . . , Pn and a
master P0 . It partitions graph G into n fragments (F 1, . . . , Fn ) with
an existing partitioner [24, 59, 111], and distributes the fragments
to workers such that fragment Fi resides at worker Pi (i ∈ [1, n]).
To develop a parallel algorithm for answering queries of Q with
GRAPE, the user only needs to provide three sequential algorithms,
referred to as a PIE program for Q (PEval, IncEval and Assemble).
(1) PEval: A sequential algorithm that given a query Q ∈ Q and a
graph G, computes the answer Q(G) to Q in G.
(2) IncEval: A sequential incremental algorithm that given Q, G, Q(G)
and updates ∆G to G, computes updates ∆O to Q(G) such that
Q(G ⊕∆G) = Q(G)⊕∆O, where G ⊕∆G denotes G updated by ∆G.
(3) Assemble: A function that collects partial answers computed locally at each worker by PEval and IncEval, and assembles the partial results into Q(G). This function is typically straightforward.
PEval and IncEval can be any existing sequential algorithms for
Q. The only additions are the following declarations in PEval.
(a) Update parameters. PEval declares (a) a set Ci of vertices in fragment Fi as the update region of Fi ; and (b) status variables x̄ for Ci .
We denote by Ci .x̄ the set of update parameters of Fi , i.e., the status
variables associated with the vertices in Ci . Intuitively, Ci .x̄ marks
candidates to be updated by the incremental steps of IncEval.
(b) Aggregate functions. PEval also specifies an aggregate function
f aggr , e.g., min and max, to resolve conflicts when multiple workers
attempt to assign different values to the same update parameter.
Fixpoint model. GRAPE parallelizes the execution of a PIE pro-
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Rir +1 = IncEval(Q, Rir , Fir [x̄ i ], Mi ),
where i ∈ [1, n], r denotes a superstep, Rir represents the partial
results in step r at worker Pi , fragment Fi0 = Fi , Fir [x̄ i ] is fragment
Fi at the end of superstep r bearing update parameters Ci .x̄, and
Mi is a message carrying changes to update parameters Ci .x̄.
More specifically, upon receiving a query Q ∈ Q at master P0 ,
GRAPE posts Q to all workers and computes Q(G) as follows.

(1) Partial evaluation (PEval). In the first superstep, GRAPE computes partial results Ri0 = PEval(Q, Fi ) in fragment Fi at each
worker Pi by invoking PEval, in parallel (i ∈ [1, n]). After Q(Fi ) is
computed, worker Pi sends its set Ci .x̄ to master P0 as a message.
For each status variable x ∈ Ci .x̄, master P0 collects a multiset S x of values from messages of all workers. It computes x aggr =
f aggr (S x ) by applying the aggregate function f aggr declared in PEval,
to resolve conflicts. It generates message Mi to worker Pi , which
includes only those f aggr (S x )’s such that f aggr (S x ) , x, i.e., only
the changed values of the update parameters of fragment Fi .
(2) Incremental computation (IncEval). In superstep r + 1, upon receiving message Mi from master P0 , each worker Pi invokes IncEval
to incrementally compute Rir +1 = IncEval(Q, Rir , Fir , Mi ) by treating
message Mi as updates to Fir , in parallel (i ∈ [1, n]). It refines its
partial results based on the information of Mi from other workers.
At the end of the superstep, Pi sends a message to P0 that consists
of updated values of Ci .x̄, if any. After receiving messages from
all workers, master P 0 deduces a message Mi just like in PEval. It
sends message Mi to worker Pi in the next superstep.
(3) Termination (Assemble). At each superstep, master P0 checks
whether for all i ∈ [1, m], Pi is inactive, i.e., Pi is done with its
local computation, and there exists no more change to the update
parameters of Fi . That is, Rir 0 +1 = Rir 0 at a fixpoint r 0 for all i ∈ [1, m]
If so, GRAPE pulls partial results from all workers, and applies
Assemble to group them together and get the final result at P0 ,
denoted by ρ(Q, G). It returns ρ(Q, G) and terminates.
Example 1: We show how GRAPE parallelizes the computation
of Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP). Consider a directed graph
G = (V , E, L) in which for each edge e, L(e) is a positive number.
The length of a path (v 0, . . . , vk ) in G is the sum of L(vi−1, vi ) for
i ∈ [1, k]. For a pair (s, v) of vertices, denote by dist(s, v) the distance
from s to v, i.e., the length of a shortest path from s to v. Given
graph G and a vertex s in V , SSSP computes dist(s, v) for all v ∈ V .
The PIE program for SSSP consists of (1) Dijkstra’s algorithm for
SSSP [80] as PEval, (2) a sequential incremental algorithm of [154]
as IncEval, and (3) a straightforward Assemble. We partition graph
G via edge cut [24]. We take the set Fi .O of “border nodes” as Ci at
each worker Pi , i.e., the vertices in Fi with edges to other fragments.
Denote by Fi .I the set of vertices of Fi to which there are edges from
Ð
Ð
other fragments. Let F .O = i ∈[1,m] Fi .O, and F .I = i ∈[1,m] Fi .I .

Input: A fragment F i (Vi , E i , L i ), and a source vertex s .
Output: Q (F i ) consisting of current dist(s, v) for all v ∈ Vi .
Declaration: /*candidate set C i is F i .O */
For each vertex v ∈ Vi , an integer variable dist(s, v);
message M i := {dist(s , v) | v ∈ F i .O };
aggregate function f aggr = min(dist(s, v));
/*sequential algorithm for SSSP (pseudo-code)*/
1. initialize priority queue Que;
2. dist(s, s) := 0;
3. for each v in Vi do if v! = s then dist(s, v) := ∞;
4. Que.addOrAdjust(s , dist(s , s));
5. while Que is not empty do
6.
u := Que.pop(); // pop vertex with minimal distance
7.
for each child v of u do // only v that is still in Que
8.
alt := dist(s, u) + L i (u, v);
9.
if alt < dist(s, v) then
10.
dist(s , v) := alt; Que.addOrAdjust(v , dist(s , v));
11. Q (F i ) := {dist(s, v) | v ∈ Vi };

Input: A fragment F i (Vi , E i , L i ), partial result Q (F i ), and message M i .
Output: Q (F i ⊕ M i ).
Declaration: message M i = {dist(s, v) | v ∈ F i .O , dist(s, v) decreased };
1. initialize priority queue Que;
2. for each dist(s , v) in M i do
3.
Que.addOrAdjust(v , dist(s, v));
4. the same as lines 5-11 of in the batch algorithm of Figure 1;

Figure 2: Parallel SSSP: Incremental evaluation IncEval
puted from the active domain of G and (b) there exists a partial order
px on the values of x such that IncEval updates x in the order of px .
For instance, the PIE program in Example 1 converges at correct
Q(G). Updates to Ci .x̄ are “monotonic”: the value of dist(s, v) for vertex v is computed from the active domain of G and does not increase.
Moreover, dist(s, v) is the shortest distance from s to v as warranted
by the sequential algorithms [80, 155] (PEval and IncEval).

Figure 1: Parallel SSSP: Partial evaluation PEval
(1) PEval. As shown in Fig. 1, PEval is Dijsktra’s algorithm [80]. We
only need to declare (a) a status integer variable dist(s, v) for each
vertex v, initially ∞ (except dist(s, s) = 0); (b) update parameters as
Ci .x̄ = {dist(s, v) | v ∈ Fi .O }, i.e., the status variables of the border
nodes in Fi .O at Fi ; and (c) min as an aggregate function f aggr .
At the end of its process, PEval sends Ci .x̄ to P 0 . Master P0 maintains dist(s, v) for all v ∈ F .O = F .I . After getting messages from
all workers, it takes the smallest value for each dist(s, v) by applying aggregate function min. It finds those with smaller dist(s, v) for
v ∈ F j .O, groups them into message M j , and sends M j to P j .
(2) IncEval. As shown in Fig. 2, IncEval is the sequential incremental
algorithm for SSSP in [155] that is mildly revised to handle changed
dist(s, v) for v in Fi .I (deduced from F .I = F .O). Using a queue
Que, it starts with changes in Mi , propagates the changes to affected
area, and updates the distances (see [155]). The partial result now
consists of the revised distances. At the end of the process, it sends
to master P0 the updated values of those status variables in Ci .x̄,
as in PEval. It applies function min to resolve conflicts.
Ð
(3) Assemble. This function simply takes Q(G) = i ∈[1,n] Q(Fi ), the
union of the shortest distances of all vertices in all fragments. 2
Convergence. The correctness of the fixpoint computation is characterized as follows. Given a class Q of graph queries, (a) the sequential algorithm PEval for Q is correct if for all queries Q ∈ Q
and graphs G, it converges at the answer Q(G) to Q in G; (b) the sequential incremental algorithm IncEval for Q is correct if it correctly
updates old output Q(G) to Q(G ⊕ M), by computing the changes
∆O to Q(G), given changes (messages) M to the update parameters;
and (c) Assemble is correct for Q w.r.t. partition strategy P if it
correctly computes Q(G) by assembling the partial answers from
all workers, when GRAPE with PEval, IncEval and P terminates.
We say that GRAPE correctly parallelizes a PIE program ρ with
partition strategy P if for all Q ∈ Q and graphs G, GRAPE guarantees to reach a fixpoint such that ρ(Q, G) = Q(G).
It is shown [70, 78] that GRAPE correctly parallelizes a PIE program ρ for Q with any partition strategy P if (a) PEval and IncEval
of ρ are correct sequential algorithms for Q, and (b) Assemble correctly combines partial results, and (c) PEval and IncEval satisfy a
monotonic condition. The condition is as follows: for all status variables x ∈ Ci .x̄, i ∈ [1, m], (a) the values of x are from a finite set com-
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Properties. The graph-centric model has the following properties.
(1) Ease of programming. GRAPE allows users to “plug in” existing
sequential algorithms and parallelizes them, without recasting them
into a new model or changing the logic of the algorithms. To experience this, one can try to develop a parallel algorithm for graph simulation [96] under the vertex-centric model and the graph centric
model [78]. The parallelization makes parallel graph computations
accessible to users who are more familiar with conventional graph
algorithms. This said, programming with GRAPE still requires users
to declare update parameters and design aggregate functions.
(2) Convergence. GRAPE parallelizes the computation across a cluster of machines, based on a fixpoint computation with partial evaluation and incremental computation. Under a monotonic condition,
the parallelized computation guarantees to converge at correct
answers as long as the sequential algorithms provided are correct.
(3) Optimization. GRAPE inherits optimization techniques developed for sequential graph algorithms, e.g., indexing and compression, since it executes sequential algorithms on graph fragments,
which are graphs themselves. Moreover, it reduces the costs of iterative graph computations by using IncEval, to minimize unnecessary
recomputations. As shown in [56], GRAPE substantially improves
the performance of search, cyber security monitoring, ML model
training, fraud detection and online recommendation at Alibaba.
(4) Synchronous and asynchronous models. It has been shown that
under general conditions, GRAPE also guarantees to converge at
correct answers under the Adaptive Asynchronous Model (AAP) [67,
70]. AAP subsumes BSP and asynchronous parallel model (AP) as
special cases. It reduces stragglers of BSP and stale computations of
AP by learning parameters to measure (a) its progress of a worker
relative to other workers, and (b) the staleness of messages.

2.2

Parallel Scalability

Consider a sequential algorithm A designed for a class Q of graph
queries. Let t(|Q |, |G |) be the worst-case runtime of A when answering queries Q of Q in graph G. Following [118], we say that a
parallel algorithm Ap for Q is parallelly scalable relative to A if for
any query Q ∈ Q and graph G, the runtime of Ap for answering Q
in G using n machines in parallel can be expressed as:
t(|Q |, |G |) 
.
T (|Q |, |G |, n) = O
n

Intuitively, the parallel scalability guarantees speedup of Ap relative to a “yardstick” sequential A. Such Ap is able to reduce the cost
of A when more machines are used, and thus scale with large G.
Unfortunately, we cannot take the parallel scalability for granted.
For instance, the parallel scalability is beyond reach [75] for graph
simulation [143] relative to the quadratic-time algorithm of [96].
This is not surprising. The degree of parallelism is constrained by
the depth of a computation, i.e., the longest chain of dependencies among its operations [106]. As a consequence, some graph
computation problems are “inherently sequential” [89].
On the other hand, parallelly scalable algorithms are known for
subgraph isomorphism, e.g., [50, 57, 69], an intractable problem.
Taken together with the negative result for graph simulation, these
tell us that the parallel scalability does not concur with the polynomial hierarchy [151] in the classic computational complexity theory.
A natural question asks how we should classify graph computation problems w.r.t. the parallel scalability under the shared-nothing
architecture when we take both the computational cost and communication cost into account? What problems are parallelly scalable?
How can we reduce a problem to one that we know to have a
parallelly scalable algorithm, along the same lines as our familiar
PTIME reduction for NP problems? Does there exist a complete (the
hardest) problem in the class of parallelly scalable problems? These
questions are not only of theoretical interest, but also practical.
Among other things, given a problem, these help us decide whether
or not parallel computation for it suffices to scale with large graphs.

3

VELOCITY: INCREMENTALIZATION

This section addresses two questions about incremental graph algorithms. What incremental algorithms are “good” for coping with
the velocity of big graphs (Section 3.1)? How can we systematically
develop good incremental algorithms (Section 3.2)?

3.1

Relative Boundedness

Ideally, given a class Q of graph queries, we hope to find a bounded
incremental algorithm A ∆ for Q such that its cost can be expressed
as a function of the size |Q | of the input query and |CHANGED| =
|∆G | + |∆O | (the size of changes in the input and output) [155, 177],
since |CHANGED| characterizes the updating cost that is inherent
to the incremental problem itself. A bounded A ∆ warrants efficient
incremental computation no matter how big graph G grows.
Unfortunately, bounded incremental algorithms are only in place
for the shortest path problems, single-source or all pairs, with positive lengths [155, 156]. Worse still, a variety of incremental problems
have been proven unbounded, for which no bounded incremental
algorithms exist, e.g., single-source reachability to all vertices (under unit edge deletions) [155], subgraph isomorphism [74], strongly
connected components, regular path queries, keyword search and
maximum cardinality matching in bipartite graphs [71], even under
unit edge deletions/insertions. Moreover, for a bounded incremental
problem, it is nontrivial to develop a bounded incremental algorithm, which involves delicate design of auxiliary structures.
Incrementalizing batch algorithms. We promote an alternative approach suggested by our industry collaborators, referred to as incrementalization. Given a class Q of graph queries, it is to deduce an
incremental algorithm A ∆ for Q from a popular batch algorithm A
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for Q, by reusing the data structures and computation logic of A.
The reason is three-fold. (a) A number of batch algorithms A have
been developed after decades of study; given a query Q ∈ Q and
a graph G, A computes the answers Q(G) to Q in G. It is natural
for one to want to incrementalize existing batch ones instead of designing a new one starting from scratch. (b) When practitioners get
used to a batch algorithm A and are familiar with its behaviors in
response to different inputs, e.g., after hyper-parameter tuning [46],
they often want to stick to A. (c) As will be seen shortly, under
certain conditions, it is possible to systematically incrementalize
batch algorithms with provable performance guarantees.
Relative boundedness. How can we measure the effectiveness of
the incrementalized algorithms? Consider a batch algorithm A
for Q. For a query Q in Q and a graph G, denote by G (A,Q ) the
data accessed by A for computing Q(G), including the auxiliary
structure used by A. For updates ∆G to G, denote by AFF the
difference between (G ⊕ ∆G)(A,Q ) and G (A,Q ) , i.e., the difference in
the data inspected by A for computing A(Q, G ⊕ ∆G) and A(Q, G).
We use |AFF| as a parameter for measuring the cost of A ∆ .
An incremental algorithm A ∆ for Q is bounded relative to A [71]
if for any query Q in Q, graph G and updates ∆G to G, the size of
the data checked by A ∆ can be expressed as a function of the sizes
|Q |, |∆G | and |AFF|. Here AFF includes changes ∆O to output Q(G).
A incremental problem is bounded relative to A if there exists
an incremental A ∆ that is bounded relative to A.
Intuitively, |AFF| indicates the affected area by ∆G relative to A,
which is necessarily inspected by batch algorithm A in response
to ∆G. Hence a bounded algorithm A ∆ relative to A incurs only
the “necessary” cost for any possible incrementalization of A.
The notion of relative boundedness is weaker than the boundedness of [177]. As a consequence, a variety of problems are bounded
relative to popular batch algorithms [71], e.g., SSSP [80], graph
simulation [96], depth-first search [176], connectivity [16], local
clustering coefficient [192], regular path queries [141] and maximum cardinality matching [99], including unbounded problems.

3.2

Incrementalization of Graph Algorithms

We present the method of [73]. It identifies a class of batch graph
algorithms, referred to as fixpoint algorithms. It shows that under a
generic condition, from each fixpoint algorithm A, an incremental
algorithm A ∆ can be deduced such that A ∆ is correct and bounded
relatively to A; moreover, A ∆ adopts the same logic and data
structures of A, at most using timestamps as an auxiliary structure.
Fixpoint algorithms. Given a query Q ∈ Q and a graph G, a
batch algorithm A often computes Q(G) by adopting the following.
◦ A set ΨA of status variables associated with vertices/edges of G.
◦ Data structures D A , including status in ΨA and auxiliary structure for keeping track of the (partial) results of the computation.
◦ An update function f x i : for each status variable x i ∈ ΨA , it
computes the value of x i , i.e., x i = f x i (Yx i ), where Yx i ⊆ ΨA .
◦ A logical statement σx i on status variables such that σx i is true
right after each invocation of f x i (Yx i ). We denote by σ A the conjunction of σx i for all x i ’s in ΨA , referred to as the invariant of A.
Algorithm A often operates on G and D A in rounds, and produces partial results, i.e., values of the variables in ΨA in each round.

We say that A is a fixpoint algorithm if it is expressible as
t +1
t
(D tA+1, H A
) = f A (D tA , Q, G, H A
), where
(1) D tA denotes the status D A after t − 1 rounds of iterations, and
D 0A includes the initial values for all status variables in ΨA ;
t is a subset of status variables in Ψ collected before the
(2) H A
A
start of round t, such that their values are to be necessarily int is, the less costly A
spected/updated in round t; the smaller H A
t
0 contains
is; we refer to H A as the scope of round t; initially, H A
variables x i that that violate σx i for round 0; and

(3) f A is the intermediate consequence operator of the fixpoint,
called the step function of algorithm A. It selects status variables
t and performs update f (Y ) on each selected
from the scope H A
xi xi
t +1
x i to compute status D tA+1 . Moreover, f A returns the scope H A
t
that updates H A with affected status variables of round t, i.e., those
x i ’s when the value of some variable in Yx i is changed in round t.
Intuitively, a fixpoint algorithm A is essentially “update-based”.
It computes Q(G) by applying its step function f A in rounds, guided
by the invariant σ A . In round t, by propagating the changes from
t and corresponding parts of
the last round t − 1 to the scope H A
t
t
+1
D A , f A identifies the scope H A for the next round. The process
proceeds until it reaches a fixpoint r such that D rA+1 = D rA and
H r +1 = ∅, i.e., when no more changes can be made. All logical
statements in invariant σ A hold when the process terminates.
A variety of graph problems have fixpoint algorithms, e.g., SSSP
[80], graph simulation [96], depth-first search [176], connectivity [16], local clustering coefficient [192], and bi-connectivity [176].
Example 2: Dijkstra’s algorithm for SSSP [80] is a fixpoint algorithm (see Fig. 1 and Example 1). Its data structure D A associates
each vertex v with a status variable xv , recording the shortest
distance from source s, initialized as ∞ for v,s (lines 2-3). It also
includes priority queue Que. The scope H A includes all children of
the vertices in Que (line 1). Initially, Que only contains x s .
Its step function f A is defined in lines 6-10. Each time f A pops
a vertex v from Que. If logical statement σxu does not hold for v’s
children u (i.e., if xu , f xu (Yxu )), it applies update function f xu
to xu , setting it to minxv ∈Yxu {xv + L(v, u)} (lines 7-10). Here Yxu
includes status variables of u’s children. Function f A also adjusts
Que accordingly, and the changes will be propagated to the next
t +1 for the next
round. This is how step function decides the scope H A
round. The process terminates when Que and the scope become
empty. At this time, the invariant σ A (shortest distances) holds. 2
Incrementalization. Given a fixpoint algorithm A, we deduce an
incremental algorithm A ∆ from A. Suppose that given a graph G
and a query Q ∈ Q, batch algorithm A computes Q(G) and ends
up with a fixpoint D rA . Then A ∆ starts from D rA . It additionally
takes updates ∆G as input, and possibly extends D A to D A∆ with
t and f
timestamps. It employs H A
A ∆ , which are minor extensions
∆
of their counterparts of A to cope with timestamps.
Along the same lines as A, it iterates in rounds to identify scope
H A∆ and compute new status D A∆ as follows:
0
(D 0A∆ , H A
) = h(D rA , ∆G),
∆
t +1
(D tA+1∆ , H A
)
∆

=

r .
Input: Graph G = (V , E, L), source s, updates ∆G, previous fixpoint D A
Output: The updated shortest distance xv for each v in G ⊕ ∆G.
r , ∆G);
1. (D A∆ , H A∆ ) ← h(D A
/* apply initial scope function h */
2. initialize a priority queue Que;
3. for each child v of vertex in H A∆ do
4.
Que.addOrAdjust(v , xv );
5. the same lines 5-11 as in the batch SSSP algorithm from Figure 1;

Figure 3: Incrementalized algorithm for SSSP
0 for A .
Here h is an initial scope function that identifies scope H A
∆
∆
It is derived from the old fixpoint D rA and updates ∆G. It initializes
auxiliary structures and changes D rA to status D 0A .
∆
Incremental algorithm A ∆ works along the same lines as batch
0 . Moreover, it employs
algorithm A. It starts from D 0A and H A
∆
∆
t
+1
step function f A∆ to identify scope H A and update status to D tA+1
∆
∆
in round t. The process iterates until it reaches a fixpoint.
More specifically, the step function f A∆ (resp. status D A∆ ) of A ∆
extends f A (resp. D A ) of its batch counterpart A only to cope with
newly added timestamps in S A∆ . That is, incremental algorithm
A ∆ essentially adopts the same logic and data structures of A. It
differs from A mostly in the use of initial scope function h.
The initial scope function h determines initial status D 0A and
∆
0 for which the corresponding logical statements are
scope H A
∆
violated by the updates ∆G. For instance, the shortest distance
value of some variable xv may become invalid in SSSP if vertex v’s
adjacent edges evolve. Function h finds all status variables affected
by ∆G, and tunes affected variables to their “feasible” status, from
where the new correct result can be computed by resuming A’s
iterative computation. An algorithm for deducing such a function
0 ⊆ AFF, i.e., it checks all
h is given in [73], which guarantees H A
∆
and only necessary status variables affected by ∆G.

Performance guarantees. A method for incrementalizing fixpoint algorithms is proposed in [73]. Its main results are as follows.
For any fixpoint algorithm A for Q, an incremental algorithm
A ∆ for Q can be deduced from A such that A ∆ is correct, i.e.,
given any query Q ∈ Q, graph G and updates ∆G, A ∆ computes
∆O such that Q(G ⊕ ∆G) = Q(G) ⊕ ∆O. Moreover, if A is
contracting and monotonic, then A ∆ is bounded relative to A.
Here A is contracting if there exists a partial order ⪯ such that
the status variables in ΨA are updated following the partial order. It
is monotonic if for each status variable x i ∈ ΨA , the update function
f x i is monotonic, i.e., Yx1i ⪯ Yx2i implies that f x i (Yx1i ) ⪯ f x i (Yx2i ).
Furthermore, A ∆ adopts the same logic and data structure as
A; more specifically, (a) the data structure D A∆ extends D A only
by (possibly) associating a timestamp with (some of) its status
variables x i , to record the time of the last change to x i and identify
what changes to status variables have to be propagated; (b) the step
function f A∆ is the same as f A except that it updates the timestamp
of x i when x i is updated; and (c) scope H A∆ extends H A similarly.
Example 3: An incrementalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm for
SSSP [80] is shown in Fig. 3, which employs the initial scope function h deduced in [73], and initializes Que with the updated status
identified by h. It adopts the same logic and data structure of the
batch algorithm in Fig. 1, without using timestamps. Except the
initialization, it is the same as the incremental algorithm in Fig. 2. 2

t
f A∆ (D tA∆ , Q, G, H A
).
∆
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Remark. (1) There are graph algorithms that are not expressible
as fixpoint, e.g., METIS [107] for graph partitioning. Nonetheless,
incremental algorithms can still be deduced from such algorithms
and perform well in both the scalability and partition quality [64].
(2) There have been other incrementalization approaches at the
instruction level [7, 26, 129, 140] or for vertex-centric graph algorithms via memorization [27, 194, 201] or dependency-driven
streaming frameworks [137, 185]. In contrast, (a) we target graphcentric algorithms; (b) we deduce incremental graph algorithm A ∆
by reusing the same logic and data structures of its batch counterpart A, in contrast to the instruction-level approach [7, 26, 129]; and
(c) under the monotonic and contraction conditions, our incrementalized algorithms guarantee to be correct and relatively bounded.

4

VARIETY: RELATIONS AND GRAPHS

This section tackles two questions in connection with the variety.
How can we decide whether a tuple t in a relational database D and
a vertex v in a semistructured graph G refer to the same entity (Section 4.1)? Can we write queries across D and G in SQL (Section 4.2)?

4.1

Heterogeneous Entity Resolution

To synthesize information across D and G, effective methods have
to be in place for Heterogeneous Entity Resolution (HER), to determine whether a tuple t in D and a vertex v in G match. The need
for this is evident for querying D and G taken together, integrating
data from D and G, and enriching D with semantic information
from a knowledge graph G, among other things.
Entity resolution (ER) has been well studied for relations [12, 13,
15, 20, 28, 31, 35, 45, 51, 68, 72, 81, 91, 100, 108, 113, 117, 126, 145, 152,
175, 193, 195, 205, 208] and graphs [43, 49, 101, 102, 119, 120, 124,
161, 169, 179, 191, 196, 200, 206, 212]. However, much less is known
about HER across relations D and graph G. To this end, JedAI [150]
considers various data formats such as RDF and CSV, by first converting entities to a set of profiles (name-value pairs), and then
checking labels and attributes as in [147]. PathSim [171] extends
SimRank under a meta path framework to measure similarity via
topological matching. MAGNN [82] combines graph neural network
with meta-paths to extract embeddings and measure vertex similarity. A model was trained in [207] to link entities in Web tables and
knowledge bases. Models were also trained to map cells (attribute
values) in a relation to entities in knowledge bases [149, 180].
Unfortunately, the prior methods do not work well on HER across
relations D and graphs G. Relational ER methods rely on schema
information, and do not apply to schema-agnostic graphs. In particular, entities are often represented as vertices v in G, and their properties are linked from v via paths. To cope with these, one has to use
joins to traverse paths and incur costs way beyond quadratic time
(the worst-case complexity of relational ER). Moreover, prior methods explore only local properties, e.g., “local embedding” [28, 196]
collects local information of neighbors within limited hops. However, to identify a tuple t in D and a vertex v in G, one often has
to recursively check the pairwise semantic closeness of descendants (key features) of t and v. Cell matching [149, 180] overlooks
correlated attributes of tuple t when mapping to vertex v.
We present the method of [52] for HER across relations D and
graph G. It makes an effort to improve the accuracy by embedding
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semantic matching (ML) into topological matching, and employing
inductive matching to collect global information. Moreover, it takes
quadratic time in the worst case, the same as for relational ER.
Preliminaries. We start with basic notations. Consider a database
schema R = (R 1, . . . , Rn ), where Ri is a relation schema (A1, . . . ,
Ak ), and Ai is an attribute. A relation of schema R is a set of tuples with the attributes Ai of R (i ∈ [1, k]). A database D of R is
(D 1, . . . , D n ), where D i is a relation of Ri (i ∈ [1, n]).
A path ξ from a vertex v 0 in a graph G is a sequence ξ =
(v 0, v 1, . . . , vl ) such that (vi−1, li−1, vi ) is an edge in G for i ∈ [1, l].
The length of ξ , denoted by len(ξ ), is l, i.e., the number of edges on
ξ . A path is simple if vi , v j for i , j, i.e., a vertex appears on ξ at
most once. We consider simple paths in the sequel.
We refer to v 2 as a child of v 1 if (v 1, l, v 2 ) is an edge in E for
some label l, and as a descendant if there exists a path from v 1 to
v 2 . A vertex is a called leaf if it has no children.
HER: Overview. Given a database D and a graph G, HER first
converts D to a canonical graph G D offline by, e.g., direct mapping
of RDB2RDF [186], which yields an 1-1 mapping f D from the tuples
and their attributes in D to the vertices and their edges in G D ,
respectively. One may use other converting methods (see [142] for
a survey). We take RDB2RDF [186] here to simplify the presentation.
HER then learns score functions and bounds offline, for assessing
semantic closeness. To determine whether a vertex u 0 in a graph G 1
matches a vertex v 0 in another graph G 2 , we inductively considers
the “closeness” of descendants of u 0 and descendants of v 0 . HER
adopts score functions hv and h ξ defined as follows:
hv (u ′, v ′ ) = Mv (L 1 (u ′ ), L 2 (v ′ ))
M ξ (L 1 (ξ 1 ), L 2 (ξ 2 ))
h ξ (ξ 1, ξ 2 ) =
len(ξ 1 ) + len(ξ 2 )
Here Mv is a function that assesses how close u ′ and v ′ are to each
other, based on their labels (types and values), and M ξ inspects
how close the association of u ′ to u 0 and the association of v ′ to
v 0 are, based on the labels on paths ξ 1 and ξ 2 , where ξ 1 (resp. ξ 2 ) is
a path from u 0 to u ′ (resp. v 0 to v ′ ). Intuitively, the longer a path
is, the weaker the association is; hence M ξ (ξ 1, ξ 2 ) is divided by
len(ξ 1 ) + len(ξ 2 ). Both hv (u ′, v ′ ) and h ξ (ξ 1, ξ 2 ) are in [0, 1].
To identify u 0 and v 0 in practice, it often suffices to inspect a
small number of their characteristic features (descendants). In light
of this, we adopt an ML-based ranking function hr (·, ·) and a bound
k such that given a vertex u, hr (u, k) ranks the descendants of u and
selects top-k ones along with a path for each; similarly for hr (v, k).
Denote by Vvk the set of top-k descendants of v picked by hr (v, k).
We use hr (·, ·) to strike a balance between the complexity and
accuracy. Since there are exponentially many paths to descendants
of u, it is impractical to enumerate them when G 1 or G 2 is dense.
After the models are trained, HER conducts matching online.
Given a pair (t, vд ) for a tuple t in D and a vertex vд in G as input,
it finds the vertex ut in the canonical graph G D denoting t, via
mapping f D . It then checks whether (ut , vд ) makes a match via
parametric simulation. It returns true if so, and false otherwise.
Parametric simulation. This notion is an extension of graph simulation [143]. It is inductively defined to conduct global checking
following [143]. In contrast to [143], it is parameterized with score

functions and closeness thresholds learned via ML models. Moreover, it may map paths in one graph to paths in another. It does
not require every edge of u to find a match in G, so as to cope with
semistructured graphs in which missing links are common.
Taking functions (hv , h ξ , hr ) and thresholds (σ, δ, k) as parameters, parametric simulation is to check whether (u 0, v 0 ) is a match,
for u 0 in G 1 and v 0 in G 2 across two graphs G 1 = (V1, E 1, L 1 ) and
G 2 = (V2, E 2, L 2 ). Specifically, given (u 0, v 0 ), it computes a binary
relation Π(u 0, v 0 ) ⊆ V1 ×V2 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) (u 0, v 0 ) ∈ Π(u 0, v 0 ); and
(2) for each pair (u, v) ∈ Π(u 0, v 0 ),
(a) hv (u, v) ≥ σ ; and
(b) if u is a non-leaf, then there is a set S (u,v) of (u ′, v ′ ) that is a
partial 1-to-1 mapping from Vuk to Vvk such that its aggregate
Í
(u ′ ,v ′ )∈S (u ,v ) h ξ (ξ (u,u ′ ) , ξ (v ,v ′ ) ) ≥ δ ;
and for each (u ′, v ′ ) ∈ S (u,v) , (u ′, v ′ ) ∈ Π(u 0, v 0 ).
Here ξ (u,u ′ ) is the path from u to u ′ selected by hr (u, k); similarly
for ξ (v ,v ′ ) . We refer to S (u,v) as a lineage set of (u, v).
We say that (u 0, v 0 ) is a match by simulation parameterized with
(hv , h ξ , hr , σ, δ, k) if there exists such a nonempty Π(u 0, v 0 ). There
are possibly many such sets; to check whether (u 0, v 0 ) makes a
match, it suffices to check the existence of such a set, i.e., a witness.
Intuitively, (u 0, v 0 ) is a match if (1) u 0 and v 0 are close enough,
measured by function hv based on their types and values; (2) there
exists a lineage set S (u0 ,v0 ) of pairwisely matching feature pairs
such that their associations to (u 0, v 0 ) are close enough, measured
by the aggregate score with function h ξ ; and (3) for a pair (u, v),
S (u,v) is a set of pairs (u ′, v ′ ) such that each characteristic feature u ′
of u finds the “best” match v ′ if it exists (hence a partial 1-to-1 mapping) in terms of h ξ scores on paths found by hr . That is, (u 0, v 0 )
is a match if their “values” and key features are close enough.
Remark. (1) It is shown [52] that on average, parametric simulation
has F-measure above 0.94 over a variety of relations and graphs.
(2) For any u 0 ∈ G 1 and v 0 ∈ G 2 , there exists a unique maximum
Π(u 0, v 0 ) by simulation with (hv , h ξ , hs , σ, δ, k) [52]. That is, parametric simulation retains the uniqueness of graph simulation [143].
Implementation. As shown in [52], the vertex model Mv can
be implemented with a sentence embedding model [158]. Using
embedding model BERT [40], metric learning model M ξ is trained
to cope with edge labels. The ranking function hr first selects a set of
m paths from v by using a language model, where m is the number
of the children of v; then it ranks the m paths by using a path
resource allocation (PRA) algorithm, and returns the top-k ones.
We select σ , δ and k to maximize the F-measure (accuracy). These
thresholds are chosen via random search [19] for efficiency.
Once the training is done, it takes linear time for hv and h ξ to
measure the similarity. It takes O(|V ||E|) time for hr to select top-k
features and associated paths for a vertex v in a graph G=(V , E, L).
For a graph G and the canonical graph G D of database D, it takes
O((|VD |+|E D |)(|V |+|E|)) time for parametric simulation to decide
whether a tuple t in D and a vertex v in G make a match. Such an
algorithm is provided in [52], no more expensive than relational ER
although it has to traverse G. It is parallelized to compute matches
for a set of tuples in D, with the same worst-case complexity.
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4.2

Semantic Joins

To determine whether to recommend an investment plan fp0 to a
customer Bob, our FinTech collaborators want to check (a) whether
Bob has good credit, and (b) whether there exists a customer, say
Ada, who has invested in fp0 and bought two financial products
together with Bob before. This has to check a relational database D
for condition (a), and a transaction graph G for condition (b). Our
collaborators want to do it with an SQL query across D and G.
Employing HER, we propose an approach to answering the query.
Consider a database D of schema R and a schemaless graph G.
Semantic joins. We develop two functions f and h.
HER matches. Given a graph G and a set S of tuples, it computes:
f (S, G) = {(t .id, v.id) | t ∈ S, v ∈ V in G, t ⇒ v}.
Here t ⇒ v denotes that tuple t and vertex v make a match decided
by HER, i.e., they refer to the same entity. It returns a relation of
(t .id, v.id), where t .id (resp. v.id) denotes t (resp. v) with identity id.
Attribute Extraction. Given a set S of tuples and a set A of keywords
that indicate users’ (query) interest, function h deduces (a) a relation schema RG = (vid, A1, . . . , Am ), where vid denotes a vertex
v, and Ai is an attribute (named by a keyword in A), and (b) an
instance h(S, G) of schema RG by extracting selected properties of
the vertices in f (S, G) that match the tuples in S by HER.
Semantic joins. A natural semantic extension to the join operator of
relational algebra (RA) is of the form S 1 A G, where G is a graph; S
denotes a set of tuples of schema R that encode entities; in relational
algebra, S is either a relation schema R or a sub-query Q; and A
is a set of keywords that are provided by users to express their
interest and specify an extracted schema RG (vid, A). Essentially,
S 1 A G is S 1 f (S, G) 1 h(S, G) via the SQL join operator. It
returns a relation of schema consisting of attributes attr(R), vid and
A, where attr(R) is the set of attributes of the schema R of S.
Intuitively, for each tuple t in S, f (S, G) identifies vertices v in G
such that t ⇒ v, and h(S, G) enriches t with additional attributes Ā
of v extracted from graph G. Since t and v refer to the same entity,
S 1 A G correlates their information, extracts properties Ā of v and
extends t with Ā. We refer to S 1 A G as a semantic join.
Implementation. Implementing functions f and h as SQL UDFs,
stored procedures, PL/SQL, or a combination of SQL and external
scripts, we can convert semantic join S 1 A G to an equivalent SQL
query S 1 f (S, G) 1 h(S, G). Thus S 1 A G is just a syntactic sugar.
As an example, for the FinTech query described earlier, one can
use S 1 A G to extract data from the transaction graph G and check
condition (b), by taking the set of customers who have invested in
fp0 as S. One can write the query in SQL with a semantic join.
We have seen how to compute HER matches f (S, G) (Section 4.1).
We can implement h(S, G) as follows: we (a) train an ML model
to select paths from G via, e.g., Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks [45]; (b) group the paths via vectorization and clustering;
and (c) select top-ranked clusters that are semantically close to one
of the keywords in A, are diverse from the existing attributes of
S, and moreover, yield the minimum number of null values. We
take these clusters as attributes A in schema RG and populate the
relation h(S, G) of RG by following the corresponding paths.

Remark. (1) To simplify the discussion, we have only discussed
semantic join S 1 A G to enrich relations. Moreover, one can support link joins to extract the reachability and shortest distances
between vertices that match relational tuples. Note that attribute
extraction and connectivity require to traverse graph G, and cannot
be expressed in first-order logic and relational algebra [127].

Patterns. We will define rules over graph patterns. A graph pattern
is Q[x̄] = (VQ , EQ , LQ , µ), where (1) VQ (resp. EQ ) is a set of pattern
vertices (resp. edges), (2) LQ assigns a label LQ (u) (resp. LQ (e)) to
each pattern vertex u ∈ VQ (resp. edge e ∈ EQ ), and (3) x̄ is a list of
distinct variables, and µ is a bijective mapping from x̄ to VQ , i.e., it
assigns a distinct variable to each vertex v in VQ . For x ∈ x̄, we use
µ(x) and x interchangeably when it is clear in the context.

(2) We can implement semantic joins on top of database systems and
enrich the commercial systems with a capacity of querying relations
and graphs. It also sheds lights on data lakes [146] for (a) querydriven data discovery to find relevant graphs with vertices matching
tuples in Q(D) of a query Q; (b) on-demand data integration to augment tuples in Q(D) with properties of matching vertices; and (c)
data extraction to abstract schema/relations from raw data in graphs.
(3) HER and attribute/link extraction can be plugged into federated
systems, for aligning entities across D and G, and for correlating
and synthesizing data about the same entity, respectively. Existing
polyglot systems do not support these facilities [4, 37, 39, 48, 103,
104, 153, 168, 210]. Multistores [6, 109, 214] and polystores [44, 92,
112] do not yet support graph storage and computations.

Pattern matching. A match of pattern Q[x̄] in graph G is a homomorphism h from Q to G such that (a) for each u ∈ VQ , LQ (u) = L(h(u));
and (b) for each e = (u, l, u ′ ) in Q, e ′ = (h(u), l, h(u ′ )) is an edge in G.
We denote the match as a vector h(x̄), consisting of h(x) for all
x ∈ x̄ in the same order as x̄, as a list of entities identified by Q.
Graph association rules (GARs). Below we define the rules.
Predicates. A predicate of pattern Q[x̄] is one of the following:
p ::= l(x, y) | x .A ⊗ y.B | x .A ⊗ c | M(x .Ā, y.B̄),

This section addresses two questions in connection with the veracity. How can we clean graph-structured data (Section 5.1)? What
values can we get out of big graphs (Section 5.2)? We advocate a
simple approach to unifying machine leaning and logic deduction.

where ⊗ is one of =, ,, <, ≤, >, ≥; x and y are variables in x̄; c is
a constant; A and B are attributes; and x .Ā is a list of attributes at
“vertex” x; similarly for y.B̄. The predicates are classified as follows.
◦ Logic predicates: link predicate l(x, y) indicates the existence of
an edge labeled l from vertex x to y; variable predicate x .A ⊗ y.B
and constant predicate x .A ⊗ c check the consistency of values.
◦ ML predicates: M(x .Ā, y.B̄) is an ML classifier that returns true
iff M predicts true at (x .Ā, y.B̄). Here M can be any ML model
that returns Boolean (e.g., M ≥ σ for a predefined bound σ ).

5.1

GARs. A graph association rule (GAR) φ is defined as

5

VERACITY: ML VS. LOGIC DEDUCTION

The Quality of Graph Data

Graph data quality has two primitive issues: entity resolution (ER), to
identify vertices that refer to the same real-world entity; and conflict
resolution (CR), to resolve (semantic) inconsistencies of entities.
For relational data, ER and CR have been approached via either
machine learning (ML) [11, 12, 35, 42, 95, 114, 134, 145, 152, 159, 173,
184, 205], or logic rules [13, 14, 20, 33, 51, 54, 55, 86, 110, 193]. When
it comes to graphs, ML models have been studied for ER [21, 97,
124, 161, 179, 203] via unsupervised clustering and deep learning.
Rules for ER and CR include keys for graphs [49], graph functional
dependencies (GFDs) [76], graph entity dependencies (GEDs) [66],
and numeric graph functional dependencies (NGFDs) [65].
Neither ML models nor logic rules consistently outperform the
other. Well-trained ML models are able to cover various cases; but
ML predictions are probabilistic and hard to explain. In contrast,
logic rules can be interpreted and can fix errors with certainty.
However, it is hard to find high-quality rules and cover all the cases.

Q[x̄](X → p0 ),
where Q[x̄] is a graph pattern, X is a (possibly empty) conjunction
of predicates of Q[x̄], and p0 is a predicate of Q[x̄]. We refer to Q[x̄]
and X → p0 as the pattern and dependency of φ, respectively.
Intuitively, the pattern Q in a GAR identifies entities in a graph,
and the dependency X → p0 is applied to the entities. Constant and
variable predicates x .A = c and x .A = y.B specify value associations
of attributes, and link predicates l(x, y) makes link associations.
Moreover, one can “plug in” pre-trained ML models M for ER [124],
link predictions [188] and similarity checking [40].
The embedded ML predicates allow us to make use of pre-trained
ML models and moreover, interpret ML predictions in logic.
Example 4: Below are some GARs over patterns Q 1 -Q 4 of Fig. 4.

Graph pattern matching. We start with basic notations.

(1) φ 1 =Q 1 [x̄](Ms (x 1 .abstract, x 2 .abstract) ∧x 1 .seatingCapacity =
x 2 .seatingCapacity → x 1 .id = x 2 .id) is a GAR mined from the
knowledge graph DBpedia [123], where Ms is a model for checking
sentence similarity. This GAR can be used for ER; it states that two
stadiums x 1 and x 2 can be identified if they have similar abstracts
and the same seating capacity, and moreover, they are designed by
the same architect and have a common tenant (specified in Q 1 ).

Graphs. We model a graph as G = (V , E, L, F A ) for the ease of
discussion, where V , E and L are the same as given in Section 2.1,
and each vertex v ∈ V carries a tuple F A (v) = (A1 = a 1, . . . , An =
an ) of attributes of a finite arity, where Ai , A j if i , j, representing
properties. We write v.Ai = ai , where ai is a constant. We assume a
special attribute id at each vertex v, denoting its identity. Different
vertices may carry different attributes, not constrained by a schema.

(2) φ 2 = Q 2 [x̄](x 2 .genre = x 3 .genre ∧ Me (x 5, x 6 ) ∧ Ml (x 2, x 3 ) →
x 2 .releaseYear ≤ x 3 .releaseYear) is another GAR from DBpedia for
CR. Here Me is an ML model for ER and Ml is a link prediction
model that predicts an edge labeled followedBy from x 2 to x 3 . This
rule says that if two books have the same genre, author and publisher (in Q 2 ), and if they are from the same series (determined by
Me ), then the preceding one x 2 predicted by Ml is released earlier.

ML models as predicates. Can we combine ML models and logic
deduction, for the two to benefit from each other? Below we present
the attempt of [60], which proposes a uniform logical framework
based on rules in which ML models can be embedded as predicates.
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Figure 4: Example graph patterns Q 1 –Q 6

Ó
(3) φ 3 = Q 3 [x̄]( i,j ∈[1,7],i,j (x i .id , x j .id ∧x i .venue = x j .venue ∧
Ms (x i .topic, x j .topic)) → cite(x 1, x 9 )) is from the citation network
DBLP [2]. It can predict the link that paper x 1 cites x 9 if there are
7 different papers x 1 –x 7 published in the same venue and having
similar topics (by Ms ), and all of them cite both x 8 and x 9 except x 1 .
Ó
(4) φ 4 = Q 4 [x̄]( i,j ∈[3,5],i,j (x i .id , x j .id ∧ Ms (x i .topic, x j .topic)
∧ x i .language = x j .language) → Ml (x 2, x 5 )) is from the movie
database IMDB [3]. It helps interpret the model Ml which predicts
that x 2 is the creator of movie x 5 , i.e., this prediction is made because
there are 3 different movies x 3 –x 5 with similar topics, the same
language and a common cast, and x 2 creates x 3 and x 4 .
2
Semantics. Consider a GAR φ = Q[x̄](X → p0 ). Denote by h(x̄) a
match of Q in a graph G, and by p a predicate of Q[x̄]. We write
h(µ(x)) as h(x), where µ is the mapping in Q from x̄ to vertices in Q.
A match h(x̄) satisfies a predicate p, denoted by h(x̄) |= p, if one
of following conditions is satisfied: (a) when p is l(x, y), there exists
an edge with label l from h(x) to h(y); (b) when p is x .A ⊗ y.B, the
vertex h(x) (resp. h(y)) carries attribute A (resp. B), and h(x).A ⊗
h(y).B; similarly for constant predicate h(x).A ⊗ c; and (c) when p
is M(x .Ā, y.B̄), the ML model M predicts true at (h(x).Ā, h(y).B̄).
We write h(x̄) |= X if h(x̄) |= p for all p in a set X of predicates,
We write h(x̄) |= X →p0 if whenever h(x̄) |= X , then h(x̄) |= p0 .
We say that a graph G satisfies GAR φ = Q[x̄](X → p0 ), denoted
by G |= φ, if for all matches h(x̄) of Q[x̄] in G, h(x̄) |= X → p0 . We
say that G satisfies a set Σ of GARs, denoted by G |= Σ, if for all
GARs φ ∈ Σ, G |= φ, i.e., G satisfies every GAR in Σ.
Remark. GARs support all the primitives of relational data cleaning
rules. GARs support constant patterns of conditional functional
dependencies (CFDs) [54] via x .A = c, comparison predicates =, ,,
<, ≤, >, ≥ of denial constraints (DCs) [14], and similarity checking
of matching dependencies (MDs) [51] via ML models M.
As shown in Example 4, GARs can serve as rules for conducting
ER and CR in graphs. GARs subsume graph dependencies GFDs
and GEDs as special cases. Besides, GARs may embed ML models as
predicates, and moreover, catch missing links with link predicates.
Complexity. There are three classical problems for dependencies.
The satisfiability problem is to decide, given a set Σ of GARs,
whether there exists a graph G such that G |= Σ and for each GAR
Q[x̄](X → p0 ) ∈ Σ, Q has a match in G? Intuitively, this is to ensure
that all GARs can be applied to G at the same time without conflicts.
A set Σ of GARs implies a GAR φ, denoted by Σ |= φ, if for all
graphs G, if G |= Σ then G |= φ, i.e., φ is a logical consequence of Σ.
The implication problem is to decide, given a set Σ of GARs and
a GAR φ, whether Σ |= φ? Intuitively, this is to remove redundant
GARs in rule discovery and speed up graph cleaning with GARs.
The validation problem is to decide, given a graph G and a set Σ
of GARs, whether G |= Σ? Intuitively, this is to settle the complexity
of cleaning graphs by taking GARs as data cleaning rules.
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It has been shown that the satisfiability, implication and validation is coNP-complete, NP-complete and coNP-complete, respectively [60, 66]. Here we assume that given two lists of attributes x .Ā
and y.B̄, checking M(x .Ā, y.B̄) is in PTIME in the sizes |x .Ā| and
|y.B̄|, as commonly found in practice for pre-trained ML models M.
The complexity bounds are the same as for reasoning about
GEDs [66]. The implication and satisfiability analyses are no harder
than for relational CFDs, which are also intractable [54].
Algorithms for graph cleaning. Practical algorithms are already
in place for discovering GARs from real-life graphs, and for detecting and fixing errors in large-scale graphs. These include (a)
algorithms for discovering GARs [50, 61]; (b) parallel algorithms
for detecting errors, batch and incremental [60]; and (c) parallel
algorithms for fixing errors [69] (the algorithms were developed
for GEDs but can be readily extended to GARs). In particular, the
algorithms of [50, 60, 69] are parallelly scalable. The algorithms
of [69] guarantee that the fixes generated are logical consequences
of GARs and ground truth accumulated, i.e., they guarantee to correct errors as long as the GARs and the ground truth are correct.

5.2

The Value of Big Graphs

Besides graph cleaning, what other applications may benefit from
the uniform framework of ML predictions and logic deduction? The
answer to the question is encouraging. GARs and their variants
have been deployed at Fishing Fort [166] and proven effective in a
variety of real-life applications. Below we report three cases.
(1) Online recommendation. ML models have been widely used
in e-commerce to recommend items to users [94]. The models are
often classified as collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based
(CB). CF identifies user preference and makes recommendation by
learning from user-item historical interactions, e.g., users’ previous
ratings and browsing history [18, 93, 115, 116, 128, 132, 170, 189,
199]. CB primarily compares the contents of users and items such
as user profiles and item features [22, 130, 138, 163, 183, 190, 204].
However, a single strategy, either CF or CB, often does not suffice
in practice. For example, instead of exploring new interesting items,
CF tends to find similar ones w.r.t. the user’s past interaction due to
its collaborative nature. It does not work well when the interaction
data is sparse and when a recommender system starts cold.
To rectify these limitations, hybrid models have been explored
to unify interaction-level similarity and content-level similarity,
e.g., [9, 29, 30, 32, 172, 181, 213, 216]. However, the hybrid approach
often requires to train a new ML model starting from scratch, and
it does not explain what is needed to improve a CF or CB model.
Fishing Fort adopts a variant of GARs as an alternative approach.
Instead of training a new model, it enriches existing CF, CB and
hybrid model M with additional logic conditions, to reduce both
false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs) of M. Suppose that M
sets a strength threshold δ such that it recommends item y to user
x if M(x, y) ≥ δ . Fishing Fort learns rules of the following forms.
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(1) Q[x̄](M(x, y) ≥ δ ∧ X 1 → (x, likes, y)), where M is an existing
recommendation model, and X 1 consists of of logic predicates. Intuitively, while M(x, y) suggests to recommend item y to user x
(i.e., M(x, y) ≥ δ ), additional conditions X 1 are checked to filter
FPs. That is, item y is recommended to user x only if X 1 holds.
(2) Q[x̄](M(x, y)<δ ∧X 2 →(x, likes, y)) to reduce FNs. That is, although M(x, y) predicts that user x may not like item y (below
threshold δ ), if logic condition X 2 holds, then y is recommended to x.
As examples, below are two such rules over Q 5 − Q 6 of Fig. 4.
(a) φ 5 = Q 5 [x̄](M(x, y) ≥ 0.6 ∧ x 1 .destination = y1 .name ∧
x 2 .genre = y2 .name → (x, likes, y)). It enhances the hybrid model
M of [164] by incorporating context features about flights and
theaters, and filters FPs with additional logic predicates. That is,
although M suggests to recommend tickets of theater y to user x
(i.e., M(x, y) ≥ 0.6), if x travels to a city different from y’s (during
the same season), or if the genre of y does not match the user’s
preference, then the prediction of M is FP and is thus overridden.
(b) φ 6 = Q 6 [x̄](M(x, y) < 0.6 ∧ x 3 .name = y1 .name ∧ x 2 .type
= coastal ∧ y1 .business = “beach accessories” → (x, likes, y)). It
reduces FNs of the ML model M [164] by considering location
changes of user x and his social links (specified in Q 4 ) overlooked
by M. It recommends item y to x if x has moved to a coastal city
x 2 , his friend x 1 likes beach accessories of a particular company x 3 ,
and if y is from the company of x 3 , although M predicts against it.
We defer the full treatment of enriching ML models to a later paper. As will be reported there, this approach improves the accuracy
of popular ML models by 20.89% on average, up to 33.10%.
(2) Drug discovery. Drug discovery is a time-consuming and costly
process, starting from target selection and validation, through preclinical screening, to clinical trials [79]. On average, the development of a new drug takes 15 years [41] and costs 800 million
dollars [8], with a high risk of failure (>90% [17]). To shorten the
discovery cycle, reduce the cost and increase the success rate, computational methods have been explored for identifying drug-disease
associations (DDA) and drug-drug interaction (DDI).
Fishing Fort has been applied to DDA discovery. Consider
dataset CTD (Comparative Toxicogenomics Database) of published
curated data about relationships between chemicals (drugs), genes,
diseases, and their effect pathways [38]. Modeled as a graph, its
vertices represent these entities and edges denote known associations among them. In this context, DDA analysis is equivalent to
predicting missing links between drugs and diseases of interest.
Upon the request of partners in pharmacy, Fishing Fort was
used to discover GARs targeting Parkinson disease. A simplified
GAR mined is φ 7 = Q 7 [x̄](X 7 → l(x 0, x 1 )), in which M7 is a pretrained ML model that predicts the associations between genes and
disease [125, 167, 188], and pattern Q 7 is depicted in Fig. 5. Together
with Q 7 , precondition X 7 specifies the following: (1) drug x 0 has a
known effect on an inborn genetic blood disease x 2 ; (2) disease x 1
is a type of Parkinson; (3) drug x 0 interacts with a gene x 3 , which
shares an effect pathway x 4 with x 1 ; (4) drug x 0 can interact with
a gene x 5 , which has an M7 -predicted relationship with x 1 (the
dashed arrow in Q 7 ); and (5) drug x 0 has a known effect on a type
of skin cancer x 6 , which shares an effect pathway with x 1 . The
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<latexit sha1_base64="ODAxtMw82EjOyWICd05fkxtSXU0=">AAACPHicZVC7TsNAEDzzfkOgpLGIkChQZKMIaCIh0VCGRyASWNH5sk5OOZ+duz1IsPIJtPA3/Ac9HaKl5gIWAjzVaGcfsxOmgmv0vBdnYnJqemZ2bn5hcWl5ZXWttH6pE6MYNFgiEtUMqQbBJTSQo4BmqoDGoYCrsHc81q9uQWmeyAscphDEtCN5xBlFWzoftPzWWtmreF9wi8TPSZnkqLdKTvmmnTATg0QmqNbXvpdikFGFnAkYLdwYDSllPdqBa4PRYZBxmRoEyUbuttUiI1xM3LEdt80VMBRDSyhT3G5wWZcqytCa/r0po7GOEol69L8aU+za4hn0jV1Wzw9f+EE27h9fLYiItYgKDbtfJvwaKgNBJngI9gcJxYFbqvomyO55taj9jAWZhDscfPuxsfr/QyySy72Kv1+pnlbLR4d5wHNkk2yRHeKTA3JETkidNAgjHfJAHsmT8+y8Om/O+3frhJPPbJA/cD4+ASRQrxE=</latexit>

Gene

G2
<latexit sha1_base64="LIn7SnxH5W66Zat5P2mkhHV+Heg=">AAACPHicZVC5TsNAFFxzE64AJY1FhESBIhtFkAYpEg1lOAJIYEXrzXOyynrt7L7lsvIJtPA3/Ac9HaKlZgMWgniq0Zt3zJswFVyj5706E5NT0zOzc/OlhcWl5ZXy6tq5Toxi0GKJSNRlSDUILqGFHAVcpgpoHAq4CPuHI/3iBpTmiTzD+xSCmHYljzijaEund+3ddrniVb1vuEXi56RCcjTbq07lupMwE4NEJqjWV76XYpBRhZwJGJaujYaUsj7twpXBqB5kXKYGQbKhu2W1yAgXE3dkx+1wBQzFvSWUKW43uKxHFWVoTf/dlNFYR4lEPRyvxhR7tngCA2OXNfPDZ36QjfpHVwsi4kFEhYadbxP+ASoDQSZ4CPYHCcWBG6oGJsgeeK2o/Y4FmYRbvPvxY2P1x0MskvPdqr9XrR3XKo16HvAc2SCbZJv4ZJ80yBFpkhZhpEseyRN5dl6cN+fd+fhpnXDymXXyD87nFyYmrxI=</latexit>

has

Procedure
<latexit sha1_base64="c1ONfT/8gIFUSvN84fYOGGsnmOU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ODAxtMw82EjOyWICd05fkxtSXU0=">AAACPHicZVC7TsNAEDzzfkOgpLGIkChQZKMIaCIh0VCGRyASWNH5sk5OOZ+duz1IsPIJtPA3/Ac9HaKl5gIWAjzVaGcfsxOmgmv0vBdnYnJqemZ2bn5hcWl5ZXWttH6pE6MYNFgiEtUMqQbBJTSQo4BmqoDGoYCrsHc81q9uQWmeyAscphDEtCN5xBlFWzoftPzWWtmreF9wi8TPSZnkqLdKTvmmnTATg0QmqNbXvpdikFGFnAkYLdwYDSllPdqBa4PRYZBxmRoEyUbuttUiI1xM3LEdt80VMBRDSyhT3G5wWZcqytCa/r0po7GOEol69L8aU+za4hn0jV1Wzw9f+EE27h9fLYiItYgKDbtfJvwaKgNBJngI9gcJxYFbqvomyO55taj9jAWZhDscfPuxsfr/QyySy72Kv1+pnlbLR4d5wHNkk2yRHeKTA3JETkidNAgjHfJAHsmT8+y8Om/O+3frhJPPbJA/cD4+ASRQrxE=</latexit>

Disease

has

next

Procedure

G3

<latexit sha1_base64="Zr8uRFn20VUkL2PjiJvzwiNOnuU=">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</latexit>

G6
<latexit sha1_base64="X8G0+OZ+usX/aPFiZEjdCRp3YV8=">AAACPHicZVC7TsNAEDzzJrwSKGksIiQKFNkoCmkiIdFQhkcIEljR+ViHE+ezc7cHASufQAt/w3/Q0yFaai5gIcBTjXb2MTthKrhGz3txJianpmdm5+ZLC4tLyyvlyuqpToxi0GGJSNRZSDUILqGDHAWcpQpoHArohtf7Y717A0rzRJ7gXQpBTPuSR5xRtKXjYa/RK1e9mvcFt0j8nFRJjnav4lQvLhNmYpDIBNX63PdSDDKqkDMBo9KF0ZBSdk37cG4wagYZl6lBkGzkblotMsLFxB3bcS+5AobizhLKFLcbXHZFFWVoTf/elNFYR4lEPfpfjSle2eIRDIxd1s4Pn/hBNu4fXy2IiK2ICg3bXyb8FioDQSZ4CPYHCcWBG6oGJsjueb2o/YwFmYRbHH77sbH6/0MsktOdmt+o1Q/r1b1mHvAcWScbZIv4ZJfskQPSJh3CSJ88kEfy5Dw7r86b8/7dOuHkM2vkD5yPTy1+rxY=</latexit>

Disease

Pathway

G7
<latexit sha1_base64="DUBpSizsBvT8TAHjAWpFyVw/MD4=">AAACPHicZVC5TsNAFFyHK9wEShqLCIkCRTaKCA1SBA1lOAJIYEXr5Tmssl47u2+5rHwCLfwN/0FPh2ip2RALAZ5q9OYd8yZMBdfoea9OaWx8YnKqPD0zOze/sLhUWT7ViVEM2iwRiToPqQbBJbSRo4DzVAGNQwFnYW9/qJ/dgNI8kSd4n0IQ067kEWcUben4rtPoLFW9mvcNt0j8nFRJjlan4lQvrxJmYpDIBNX6wvdSDDKqkDMBg5lLoyGlrEe7cGEw2gkyLlODINnAXbdaZISLiTu0415xBQzFvSWUKW43uOyaKsrQmv69KaOxjhKJevC/GlO8tsUj6Bu7rJUfPvGDbNg/vFoQEXcjKjRsfpvwd1EZCDLBQ7A/SCgO3FDVN0H2wOtF7WcsyCTc4t3Ij43V/x9ikZxu1fztWv2wXm3u5QGXySpZIxvEJw3SJAekRdqEkS55JE/k2Xlx3px352PUWnLymRXyB87nFzJWryE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="81NI9s+mFOSfxWVRSGPvoBDUMxw=">AAACPHicZVC5TsNAFFyH+w5Q0lhESBQosiECGiQkGspwBCIRK1pvnpNV1mtn9y2XlU+ghb/hP+jpEC01G7AQ4KlGb94xb8JUcI2e9+KUxsYnJqemZ2bn5hcWl8rLKxc6MYpBgyUiUc2QahBcQgM5CmimCmgcCrgM+0cj/fIalOaJPMe7FIKYdiWPOKNoS2e37Z12ueJVvS+4ReLnpEJy1NvLTqXVSZiJQSITVOsr30sxyKhCzgQMZ1tGQ0pZn3bhymC0H2RcpgZBsqG7YbXICBcTd2TH7XAFDMWdJZQpbje4rEcVZWhN/96U0VhHiUQ9/F+NKfZs8RQGxi6r54fP/SAb9Y+uFkTEg4gKDVtfJvwDVAaCTPAQ7A8SigPXVA1MkN3zWlH7GQsyCTd4++3Hxur/D7FILrar/m61dlKrHO7nAU+TNbJONolP9sghOSZ10iCMdMkDeSRPzrPz6rw579+tJSefWSV/4Hx8Aif8rxM=</latexit>

M8 (x 2 .final_state, x 4 .id)
M8 (x 3 .final_state, x 5 .id)

State

G4
<latexit sha1_base64="+1Mpb+rQqMMNIz11Z3FSBR7pHXY=">AAACPHicZVC7TsNAEDzzfkOgpLGIkChQZKMIaJAQNJQBkhAJrOh8WYcT57O524OAlU+ghb/hP+jpEC01l8RCgKca7exjdsJUcI2e9+aMjU9MTk3PzM7NLywuLa+UVps6MYpBgyUiUa2QahBcQgM5CmilCmgcCrgIb44H+sUdKM0TWceHFIKYdiWPOKNoS+e9drW9UvYq3hBukfg5KZMctXbJKV91EmZikMgE1frS91IMMqqQMwH9uSujIaXshnbh0mC0H2RcpgZBsr67abXICBcTd2DH7XAFDMWDJZQpbje47JoqytCa/r0po7GOEom6/78aU7y2xTO4NXZZLT9c94Ns0D+4WhARDyIqNGwPTfgHqAwEmeAh2B8kFAfuqLo1QfbIq0XtZyzIJNxjb+THxur/D7FImjsVf7dSPa2WD4/ygGfIOtkgW8Qne+SQnJAaaRBGuuSJPJMX59V5dz6cz1HrmJPPrJE/cL6+ASzUrx4=</latexit>

State

G5
<latexit sha1_base64="xr390YyMMsxsK3A4yO6AkhJ7CFs=">AAACPHicZVC5TsNAFFyH+w5Q0lhESBQoslE4GiQkGspwBCIRK1pvnpNV1mtn9y2XlU+ghb/hP+jpEC01G7AQ4KlGb94xb8JUcI2e9+KUxsYnJqemZ2bn5hcWl8rLKxc6MYpBgyUiUc2QahBcQgM5CmimCmgcCrgM+0cj/fIalOaJPMe7FIKYdiWPOKNoS2e37Z12ueJVvS+4ReLnpEJy1NvLTqXVSZiJQSITVOsr30sxyKhCzgQMZ1tGQ0pZn3bhymC0H2RcpgZBsqG7YbXICBcTd2TH7XAFDMWdJZQpbje4rEcVZWhN/96U0VhHiUQ9/F+NKfZs8RQGxi6r54fP/SAb9Y+uFkTEg4gKDVtfJvwDVAaCTPAQ7A8SigPXVA1MkN3zWlH7GQsyCTd4++3Hxur/D7FILrar/m61dlKrHO7nAU+TNbJONolP9sghOSZ10iCMdMkDeSRPzrPz6rw579+tJSefWSV/4Hx8AiuorxU=</latexit>

Figure 5: Graph patterns Q 7 –Q 8
predicted link l(x 0, x 1 ) (the bold line in Q 7 ) indicates that drug x 0
may be associated to Parkinson’s disease x 1 in some way.
Such GARs suggest 5 drugs that may have a hidden association
with Parkinson’s disease. Our partners in pharmacy have verified 4
predictions with published evidence, including Colforsin (Forskolin)
[209], Sulindac [34, 162], Tamoxifen [122], and Tretinoin [174]. The
remaining one is undergoing their active lab investigation.
(3) Lithium-Ion battery manufacturing. Capacity grading is a
critical process in Lithium-Ion battery manufacturing. For safety,
only battery cells with roughly the same capacity can be packed
in the same module. Thus, cell capacities must be graded with
high accuracy. The current industrial practice is conservative: first
fully charge every battery, and then measure its capacity with a
full discharge. It takes 14+ hours and is energy-consuming. Our
industrial partners want to make accurate estimations based on
measurements collected during a partial charge/discharge.
As a cost-effective solution, Fishing Fort first discretizes the timeseries measurements; it splits the entire process into consecutive
procedures based on their charging/discharging current. It trains an
ML classifier M8 via unsupervised clustering. Taking as input a vector of battery state statistics (voltage, temperature, and accumulated
quantity of electricity), M8 maps each snapshot of measurements
into a set S of discrete states. The graph G is modeled with three
types of vertices: (1) Procedure carries an array of attributes including the procedure ID, its initial/final weights, the initial/final
battery state statistics, and the charging/discharging current; (2)
State denotes a state in S; and (3) Battery carries metadata of a
battery cell, e.g., the cell ID, the testing slot ID, and its capacity
interval. An edge denotes either a transition between procedures,
or an association between a battery cell and a procedure.
On graphs G, Fishing Fort discovered GARs for capacity grading.
A (simplified) GAR is φ 8 = Q 8 [x̄](X 8 → x 0 .capacity = 8), where Q 8
is a pattern shown in Fig. 5, and its consequence grades a matching
battery cell as Capacity Interval 8. Together with Q 8 , X 8 specifies
the following conditions: (1) the weight before and after the Electrolyte Filling procedure (x 1 ) is 555±25g and 605±25g, respectively;
(2) its Formation-A procedure (x 2 ) uses a constant charging current
at 3.8A, with initial voltage between 0–100mV and a final state 324
(x 4 ) categorized by M8 (dashed arrows in Q 8 ); and (3) its FormationB procedure (x 3 ) uses a constant charging current at 8.8A, with
initial voltage between 3.3–3.4V and final state 738 (x 5 ).
With such GARs, Fishing Fort reduces charging to 35–50% of the
full battery capacity, 75–100% of discharge (in some cases it even
avoids discharging completely), and the time for the capacity grading process from 14 hours to 4 hours. With statistics of the partial
charge/discharge, it keeps the error rate under 0.4%, a record in the
industry. These translate to 80% reduction in energy consumption
for charging and cooling, and cut equipment costs in half.
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tribute values and tuples missing from relational databases. On the
other hand, several knowledge graphs are already in place, e.g.,
FreeBase [23], Yago [98], Wikipedia [5] and DBpedia [123]. These
knowledge graphs have accumulated semantic information and
expert knowledge about entities. Can we make use of the semantic
information of a knowledge graph G to impute missing data in our
databases D? This is feasible by leveraging HER to align entities
across relations D and graphs G (Section 4.1). We can also enrich
D with additional attributes and hidden links extracted from G, not
limited to filling in null values. Moreover, we can extract data from
other source graphs G, not limited to knowledge graphs.

OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

We have demonstrated that each and every of the 4V characterizations of big graphs is a rich source of questions and vitality. As
remarked earlier, the study of big graphs has raised as many questions as it has answered. There is naturally much more to be done.
Below we highlight a few topics that demand a full treatment.
(1) Volume. One topic is to study the parallel scalability of computational problems (Section 2.2). What parallel computations can
scale with big graphs by adding more machines? For what problems is parallel processing not effective and we have to seek other
solutions? Is there a hierarchy of parallel computation complexity
classes with reductions and complete problems, when both computational cost and communication cost are taken into account?
Another issue concerns the capacity of a single machine for big
graph analytics. Small companies may not afford a 1000-node cluster.
To this end several single-machine graph systems have been developed [10, 36, 85, 121, 133, 139, 160, 198, 215]. However, how far can
we go with such systems for big graph analytics? Would a problem
become parallelly scalable when we adopt multi-core parallelism
instead of multi-machine parallelism? For out-of-core systems,
how can we systematically optimize CPU-bound and I/O-bound
computations? When does a vertex-centric model work better than
the graph-centric model, and vice versa? When parallelism alone
does not suffice, can we query big graphs under limited resources
by making graphs small [62, 63] and queries compact [47]?
(2) Velocity. As shown in Section 3.2, we can deduce an incremental
algorithm A ∆ from fixpoint batch algorithm A such that A ∆ is correct and bounded relative to A. Can we extend the method and systematically incrementalize graph algorithms beyond fixpoint? Can
we develop a practical system to incrementalize algorithms with
performance guarantees and with minimum human intervention?
Can we incrementalize algorithms beyond graph computations?
Another topic is to give a full treatment of the complexity models
of incrementalized algorithms. There has been work on modeling
the complexity of incremental computation, in the classical setting [144] and parameterized complexity setting [136]. When it
comes to incrementalization, we need to revisit the complexity
models in terms of |AFF|, the size of affected areas by updates.
(3) Variety. One topic concerns how to efficiently support semantic
joins S 1 A G. The evaluation strategy of Section 4.2 requires
database systems to invoke HER and attribute/link extraction from
graph G. A question is whether we can compute S 1 A G without
calling these external functions at runtime?
When S is a relation D in the input database D, we can compute f (D, G) and h(D, G) offline; we reuse them when needed without calling HER and data extraction at runtime, and incrementally
maintain them in response to updates to D and G. As opposed to
federated systems, this does not require to store the entire vertex
and edge relations of G in a database. However, when S is a subquery Q, it is more challenging. Can we approximate Q 1 A G
by pre-computing certain HER match and property relations, and
rewriting the semantic join by using the cached relations as an
heuristic solution? How accurate is this approximate solution?
Another topic is about incomplete information, a critical issue
of data quality [53]. On the one hand, it is common to find at-

(4) Veracity. As shown in Section 5.1, GARs Q[x̄](X → p0 ) support
the primitives of CFDs, DCs and MDs. However, it is intractable
to reason about GARs. Worse yet, it is expensive to learn GARs
and detect/fix errors in dense graphs when GARs have large patterns Q. Can we find rules that extend relational cleaning rules
to graphs, embed ML models as predicates and moreover, allow
“tractable” reasoning without degrading the accuracy of ER and
CR? In addition, is it possible for such rules to support parametric
simulation across diverse graphs, extract data from external sources
and impute missing values and missing links? After all, the problem
of missing data is more staggering for schemaless graphs than for
relational databases. Furthermore, can such rules also deduce temporal orders to cope with stale data? That is, we aim to deal with
ER, CR, timeliness and missing data in a uniform framework, while
retaining the tractability and accuracy. These also demand revisions
to algorithms for rule discovery and error detection/correction.
As shown in Example 4, GARs of the form Q[x̄](X → M) suggests that we could discover logic conditions X to characterize ML
predictions of model M. This is feasible for GNN-based M. It is
known that GNN models are at most as expressive as two-variable
first-order logic with counting quantifiers ∃ ≥p z [25, 90]. Then, can
we systematically discover logic interpretation of ML predictions
of such models, for vertex classification and link prediction?
A third topic is to explore potential values of big graph analytics. As shown in Section 5.2, Fishing Fort has found encouraging
applications in online recommendation, drug discovery and battery manufacturing. It is currently practiced for target identification
to identify molecular that cures or stops the progression of a disease, drug repurposing to treat new diseases with known drugs,
and adverse drug reaction (ADR) prediction to identify undesirable
effects [202]. Extending GARs with temporal graph patterns, it has
also proven effective in event prediction when applied to temporal
graphs [61], to predict a real-world occurrence that relates to a particular topic and will take place at a specific time [211]. Provided
with sufficient data, we expect that it will bring us more surprises
from predicting fraud, system failures and disease outbreaks.
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